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Dear Ed:
A set of highly visible programs has been developed to help
clarify the rnechanisrns associated with storage of carbon dioxide, and thus
help predict the likelihocxl of a greenhouse effect. The programs will rnake
use of Exxon facilities such as tankers and drilling ships to :rreasure the
rate of CO uptake by the various layers of the ocean. Sophisticated
techniques�involving rneasurerrents of changes in isotopic ratios of carbon
and the distribution of radon in the ocean will be used in conjunction with
state-of-the-art techniques to rneasure co2 concentration in the atrrosphere
· .
and in the oceans.
In addition to the ocean related work, a program is proposed to
determine t.11e source of the annual atrrospheric co2 increrrent that has been
increasing since the Industrial Revolution (1860). Researchers have
attribu.-ted the CO increment to varying combinations of fossil fuel burning
and forest clear�g. The program would rreasure the concentration of C-13
(stable) and C-14 (radioactive} in wines from sources that have well
docurrented histories of temperature, weather, and location as a function
of the tirre the wines were produced. By taking into account the relative
absence of C-14 in wines, we will be able to estinate the contribution of
fossil fuels (in which C-14 has decayed over the thousands of years of
storage), and thus determine the relative concentration of fossil fuel
·aerived co2 that was present in the at:Irosphere at the tirre the grapes were
grcwn. Similarly, by analyzing the wir.e for the relative depletion of c-13
(this isotope is less reactive in photosynthesis than the predcroinant C-12},
we will be able to estinate the contribution of forest clearing to the
growth of co2 in the atrrosphere. The wine rneasurerrent program would provide
a unique and novel method to unravel the historical source of the increrrental
growth of co in the atrrosphere.
2
We propose to .inplement our programs by Hay 1, 1979 in order to
begin to assess the real rneaning of the greenhouse effect to Exxon. we
would start by equipping a tanker on the Persian Gulf to Aruba and Houston
run with continuous instrurrentation to measure co2 in the atrrosphere and
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jn the ocean. A nurber of batch

ocean sarples will be taken ard stored for
rrEasurelrFrrt of C-14. fhis rt€asur€flrent will be used to esti_nate t]re penet:cation of CO, i-nto ttre ocean. ttre equiprrent will be rnanned by tr,,,o EREE
tectm.ician€. l,fe e:pect to conduct nEasurenEnts for at least a year, and tlris
will inrclve 5 rowrd trips. Preliminary discussions with Esso fnternatiornt
tanker perscnel on tlre feasibilj-Qr of usi-ng Eo{on tarikers have been favorable.

fhe drillhg ship prograr which is designed to nFasure tle rnass
transfer coefficient for @, bebreen the atrcsphere and the ocean as a
ftncCim of weather conclitiSns would probably be started in Dcon drilling
operations off the coast of Australia. Ttre prograrn llould involve a nontft
or blro of Fr-222 on-board neasurerrEnt usirg conventional egui"prent for
o-countJlg. Uhe pmgran uould get und*way to\^rards ttre erd of t}le $rrnEr

of 1979 . The wine [easrue[nent progrram lrouJd procr:re scrre I00 bott].es of
tlnt have well docwented histories, pnobably f:un a singJ.e chateau
in FYance. Ttrese wines !Du1d be arnlyzed for C-13 using ttte highly sophisticated facilities at EPnCo., and for C-14 using tlre unique equiFrEnt at

wire

the University of Miami (School of Marine arrt Atnos$reric Science).

plogram wouLd start.

irt

Ttre

May 1979.

We elq)ect. to corduct these prograns in t$ro phases over tlie period
L979-I984 (inclusirre). Phase I would start May 7, L979 and be crcrducted
entirely w"ith bo<on fi:nding over the first year. Phase II would start as
soon as co\re!fifient (OOn) funaing can be cbtained. We visualize tJ:e driJ.J-ing
ship operations and tie wjne nEasurenents progtrar€ to be entirely finded hV
bo{on anil the tanker r€asure$Ents prcflran funded by ttte DOE. Otrr screerri-ngtlpe estjrEtes in 1979 $ indicate the Phase I progrars will cost 0.5 M$ and
the total progirans (Phase I ard Phase II) 8 M$. personnel costs accor.:nt for
over 708 of the cost, so nethods of autcrnating tie tariker sanpling progtram
will be sought duriag Phase I.

need

In vi6'' of the highly corplex nature of ttre prograns, and ttle
to integrate the Eoon resuJ-ts into the global weather nodeling

prograrrs, we i-rttend to r"r,ork closely with a unirrersity and the Goverurent.
are currently considering a cooperatir€ progEam with Colurbia Universier t s
Iaront-DolErtlt C€ological ObseJ:\ratorlt becar:se troo of tlre oustanding
oceanographers ard ocperes on the @, prcblern, W. S. BroecJ<er and T. Takatrashi
are associated with that institutioni

We

The rationale for Bo<onrs irrvolvererrt and ctrrmitrEnt of furds and
is based on our need to assess the possi-bIe i:rpact of the greenhouse effect on E:o<on busiress. So<on m.rst, develop a credibl.e scientific
team that can critically erzaluate the ilformation generated on the subject.
and be able to carry bad nevrs, if any, to ttre corlnration. Itris tenn nust
be recogr:"ized for its o<cerlence in ttre scientific ccrarunier, the goverrrrent,
anil internally by go<on nranaganent. we see no better netlod to aoquire ttre
trecessarlz reputation than by attacking one of tlle rnajor r:ncertai_nties in
the global CO, balance, i.e., f1u< to the oceans and providilg ttre necessaal,
data. In addftion, tJle international significance of tfre prqfosed prograns
will enlnnce the So<on irnage in the pubtic dqrain ard provide great puU1ic
relations value. As a consequence of the above, tttese programs arc prire
candidates for earty inplarentation rrnder the National rnpact rrograrn charter.
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I€ hatrc attached to tttis letter trc apperftices which assess ttte
state€f-tle-art qr tlre geennouse effect ard pnouide details of UE
propea tr)rc€Fians! lib are fookittg to yotr ard tlre rnanagenent arlrcil for
guidance.
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Dear AI:

I would like to sunnarize the findings of our resea rch
in climate modeling and place our results in the context of the
existing body of knowledge of the CO2 greenhouse effect.
Although the lncrease of atmosPheric CO2 is well docunented. it has not yet resulted in a measurable change in the
earthis clirnate. The concerns surrounding the possible effects
of increased CO, have been based on the predictions of models
which simulate Ehe earthrs climate. These nodels vary widely in
the level of detail in which clirnate processes are treated and in
the approxinations used to describe the complexities of these
processes. Consequently the quantitative predictions derived
f rorn the various nodels show considerable variation. However,
over the past several years a clear scientific consensus has
energed regarding the exPected glimatic effects of increased
atmoipheric Co1. The consensus- is that a doubling of atnospheric CO, frofi its pre-industrial revolution value qoulil result
global temperature rise of (3.0 t 1.5)oc. The
in

"n "u"f"gein this figure is a result of the inability of even
uncertainty
the most elaborate models to simulate clinate in a totally realistic nanner. The temperature rise is predicted to be distributed nonuniformly over the earth, with above-average temPerature
elevations in the polar regions and relatively smalL increases
near the equator. There is unanimous agreement in the scientific
community that a temperature increase of this magnitude would
bring about significant changes in the eart.hrs climate' including
rainfall distribution and alterations in the biosphere. The time
+NationaI Research Council Panel Reportt Carbon Dioxide
Climate: A second Assessment, National AEE?emt-Press,
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required for doubling of atmosPheric CO, depends on future world
consumption of fossil fue1s. current piojections indicate that
doubling will occur sonetime in the latter half of the 2lst
changes
centuryl The models predict that co2-inducedIt climate
generally
is
doub1ing.
should be observable well before
believed that the first unambiguous CO2-induced temPerature
increase wiIl not be observable until Eround the year 2000.
It should be ernphasized that the consensus prediction
scientists have
of global warming is not unaninous. Several
of the prevaLidity
takln positions that openly guestion the
which
proposed
mechanisms
dictions of the nodels, and a few have
of
these
most
serious
could mitigate a CO2 warming. One of the
proposals has been fiade by Professor Reginald Newe11-of.MIT.
ire*if f noted that geoJ-ogical evidence points to a relative constancy of the tenp;ratu;e of the equatorial waters over hundreds
view of
of miilions of yelrs. This constancy is remarkable inaturing
this
ihanges in other regions of the earth
ni:o,
Newell asciibed this anctloring of the temPerature of the
p.iioa."fi."tic
this
Lquatorial waters to an evaporative buffering nechanisn. - In
the
of
mos!
equator,
at
the
increases
when
heating
mechanism,
extra energy induces greater rates of evaporatlon rather than
night
raising tefr-peratures. Newe11 proposed that this effectatmospheric
increased
of
effect
global
warming
tieatfi redlce the
coz'
In our clinate research we have explored the 91oba1
effects of Newelfrs evaporative buffering mechanism using a
simple mathematical climate model. Our findings indlicate- that
Hewill's effect is indeed an imPortant factor in the earthrs does
climate systen. As Newe11 predicted, evaporative bufferlng
limit cor:induced tenperature changes in the equatorial
regions.- However, we find a compensatingly Iarger temperature
inirease in the polar regions, giving a global averaged temPerathe scientific
ture increase thlt fa1ls well within the range ofpublished
with
the
are
consistent
Our
results
Predicconsensus.
in
agreement
are
also
They
models.
cl.imate
conplex
tions of more
a
with estinates of the global temperature distribution during
than
nuch
warmer
was
period
the
earth
when
prehistoric
certain
tod a y.

In summary, the results of our research are in accord
with the scientific consensus on the effect of increased atnospheric co, on climate. our research appears to reconcile

NewelI's 5bservations and proposed mechanisn r.tith the consensus
opinion.
we are now ready to present our research to the scientific community through the usual mechanisms of conference Presentations and publications in appropriate journals. I have
enclosed a detailed plan for presenting our results.

r'
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COt Cl imate trlodel i ng Resea rch :
Timetable-for Presentations and Publications

I.

Presentations

(I)

DOE Sponsored CO2-CLimate

l'leeting

Virginia)
(a) Results pertaining to general aspects of the model
to be presented in an informal session by our
collaborator Prof essor l'1. I. Hof f ert of NYU- The
COZ calculations wilI not be included.
(b) Preprints of the PaPer t* (1) belowl to be
distributed at this meeting to general Peer
comments and discussion.*

September 19-23,-L982 (West

(2) Ewing Symposium (Lamont-Doherty/Exxon Foundation Supported)
October 25-27, 1982
(a) Results concerning general aspects of the model
and the COo calculations to be presented by B. P.
Flannery (6n).
II.

Publications

(1) l'lanuscript developing general aspects of the model to
be submitted for publication to the Journal of
Geophysical Research, September, 1982.*

(2) tlanuscript on cor related model predictions to
submitted in }atd 1982.

be

* provided formal publication clearance has been granted by this
t ine.
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ATMOSPHERIC GREENHOUSE EFFECT:
IS BURNING OF FOSSIL FUELS AFFECTING WORLD CLIMATE?
INTRODUCTION
In theory, increasing levels of carbon dioxide produced by burning
fossil fuels could alter the world's climate by raising the earth's
temperature. This warming might occur because carbon dioxide in the
air acts like glass in a greenhouse--trapping the sun's heat at the
earth's surface— heat that would normally escape back into space.
The "greenhouse" effect is an emerging environmental issue charac
terized by considerable scientific uncertainty.
But, some scien
tists argue that plans to cope with the greenhouse effect need to be
made soon, because of the extremely long lead time for any conceiv
able corrective actions.
Such plans could affect the energy
industry by dictating what fuels could be marketed.
This report summarizes the background and status of the greenhouse
effect, indicating possible impacts on Mobil operations.
DISCUSSION
Plants consume carbon dioxide during growth, and release it back to
the atmosphere when they decay.
There is a relationship between
carbon dioxide in the air and carbonate salts in the oceans. Before
1850, man had little influence on the carbon dioxide cycle.
There
appears to have been a balance between carbon dioxide in the air and
carbon compounds in the land and seas.
However, since the industrial revolution human activities, such as
fossil fuel combustion and forest clearing, may have altered the
carbon cycle.
The net effect of these activities could add carbon
dioxide to the atmosphere more rapidly than it can be removed by
oceans and plants.
Since 1850, carbon dioxide in the air has
increased about 18 percent--reaching a level today of 335 parts-permillion.
The most reliable atmospheric carbon dioxide monitoring
programs-- established in 1957--show an 8 percent increase in just

the past 25 years.
Based on future world energy demand, many
scientists believe that carbon dioxide levels could double within
the next century.
The effects of such an increase are controversial.
For example,
using global climate theories, some scientists predict that a
two-fold increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide could warm the
earth's surface from 3° to 6°F. Temperature increases ot 12°-18°F
are predicted at the poles. If these estimates are correct, melting
of the arctic ice packs could occur, and sea levels could rise 15 to
20 feet, inundating many of the world's coastal cities.
This large temperature change could bring on drought which might
drop crop yield in the major grain growing areas of the northern
hemisphere.
On the other hand, the change in climate in equatorial
and northern countries, where growing conditions are presently poor,
could improve agricultural productivity. If these projections are
accurate, Third World countries would have little incentive to
control carbon dioxide emissions by restraints on fossil fuel
consumption.
The scenario described offers one view of potential long-range
climate impacts of Increased carbon dioxide levels.
But the
climate response predicted by theory cannot yet be detected.
Moreover, there are other plausible forecasts that suggest a com
pletely different effect.
For example, some scientists say that more carbon dioxide will
stimulate plant growth— partly offsetting projected warming trends.
Still other scientists claim that more carbon dioxide will increase
humidity and cloudiness, block incoming sun rays, and moderate the
trend toward higher temperatures.
IMPACT ON INDUSTRY AND MOBIL OPERATIONS
The magnitude and timing of carbon dioxide-greenhouse effects could
be closely tied to future energy consumption, with particular focus
on coal and synfuels.
On an end-use energy equivalent basis, the production and combustion
of coal and synfuels releases more carbon dioxide into the atmo
sphere than does production and combustion of natural gas or oil.
Compared to oil, coal contributes about 25% more carbon dioxide,
shale syncrude contributes about 25% more, and direct coal synfuel
liquids contribute about 70% more.
On the other hand, production
and combustion of natural gas contributes about 25% less carbon
dioxide than oil.
The greenhouse effect will continue to receive attention by govern
ment agencies charged with balancing energy and environmental
policies. If the greenhouse effect should become an urgent national
concern, restrictions on fossil fuel and land use might be estab
lished.
Such restrictions could require changes in supply and
distribution of oil, coal, and gas.
Increased forest preservation
could also be required.
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Some people, perhaps realistically, believe society cannot react in
time to prevent major climate changes.
However, they suggest that
society will adapt to the changes that will occur over a 100 year
period.
MOBIL ACTIVITIES
Given the current lack of knowledge, additional research is needed
and government programs to study this issue should be supported.
Mobil's response should be to follow these research developments.
Mobil participates in API sponsored research projects to improve
climate models.
Corporate Environmental Affairs and Mobil Research
and Development Corporation
monitor research activities in this
area, and Mobil participation in Conservation ot Clean Air and
Water-Europe keeps us informed of European thinking and approaches
to this problem.
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